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Motivation
The Shannon pipeline created to address the vexing
problem of assessing the many variants of unknown
significance (VUS) that are detected in genetic testing,
exome, and complete genome sequencing. Which are
deleterious and which are benign?
Besides translational effects and modifications, variants
may affect promoter regulation, mRNA splicing, long
range effects.
Shannon pipeline reanalysis of the Breast Cancer
Information Core identified 299 novel mRNA splicing
mutations (Mucaki et al. Hum. Mutation 32:735-42,
2011).
Our goal is to produce software capable of any large-scale,
non-coding VUS analysis - regardless of disease, trait or
phenotype.

Splicing signals in vivo and in silico
•

Like most nucleic acid binding sites, sequences of
splice donor, acceptor, and regulatory sites vary

•

The splicing machinery recognizes and processes
these combinations of splicing signals.

•

Information theory provides a thermodynamic
framework to recognize members of a group of
structurally- and functionally-related, variable
sequences.

•

It models sequence variability inherent in these
signals, then predicts which sequence variants are
deleterious.

Human splice junction models
(refined from finished human reference sequence)
111772 Donor sites

108079 Acceptor sites

Nucleotide position

Ri histograms:
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Rsequence (avg information): 8.87

8.00 bits

Rogan et al. Pharmacogenetics 13:207-213, 2003

Effects of mutations on mRNA splicing
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Molecular information theory
The information gained when a nucleic acid is recognized by a molecular
machine (ie. the splicesome) is accompanied by a decrease in entropy that
occurs upon binding:
Second law relates information to the enthalpy of the molecular machine:

-kBT ln 2 < q / Ri

constant

(joules/bit)

q: work; T: temperature; Ri: individual information
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Cryptic splicing mutations
59 nt mutations
Cryptic splicing

A C->T mutation in intron 3 of the iduronidate sulfate synthetase (Mucopolysaccharidosis type II)
gene strengthens and activates a cryptic donor site in exon 3 of the gene (Rogan et al. 1998).

A synonymous C>T substitution at
codon 608 strengthens a cryptic
donor splice site in exon 11 the
LMNA gene in patients with
Hutchinson-Gifford progeria
(Ericksson et al. Science 2003). The
walker, shown below the sequence,
indicates a pre-existing 8.7 bit cryptic
site that is strengthened by the
mutation to 10.2 bits (>=2.8 fold).

Shannon Pipeline for mutation analysis
•

For prediction of functionally-significant, non-coding variants in genome or
exome sequences

•
•

Mutation analysis on a genome-scale

•

Algorithm has been validated in hundreds of peer-reviewed research
studies of splicing mutations

•

Algorithm recommended by the American College of Medical Genetics and
Genomics in their published guidelines and standards (Genet. Med. 7, 571–
583)

•

Predecessor software for single mutation analysis has been designated as
a medical device by US FDA (not approved for clinical diagnostics)

Patented and proven information theory-based binding site analysis (US
Pat. 5,867,402):
o Make quantitative predictions - information related to binding affinity.
o Can distinguish benign, fully and partially inactivating binding site
variants
o Common paradigm for all types of nucleic binding sites (eg. splicing,
transcription factors)

How the plug-in works

•
•
•
•
•

CLC-Genomics Workbench retrieves lists of variants,
and either processes the data itself or funnels it to the
Shannon pipeline on the Genomics Server.
Genome-wide information analysis is performed for all
variants
Variants with changes in information content (in bits)
are annotated against standard databases (Ensembl
Refseq, dbSNP)
Prospective mutations are categorized and filtered
Results displayed as exportable chromosome plots,
sortable tables, and genome browser tracks.

Choose genome reference and results to display ...

Completed run ... Tabular output for cryptic sites below,
Navigation area indicates other available outputs..

Filtering cryptic splice site variants hones in on likely mutations

“Manhattan-like” plots to survey all potential splicing
related information changes by chromosome
Chromosome 1

Displaying custom track of ∆Ri values with Genome Workbench Browser

Splicing mutation activates in frame cryptic site in STXBP4.
This is not alternative splicing!

Implementation
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

Shannon Human Splicing Pipeline has been released for Linux and MacOSX operating systems
supporting Perl and gcc.
Installation has been verified with Perl v.5.8.8 and 5.10.1 and gcc v.4.1.2 and v.4.4.3 with the Ubuntu
2.6.32-27 (32 and 64 bit), CentOS 2.6.18-238 (64 bit), and Fedora 16 (32 bit) kernels, and MacOSX
(Mountain Lion release version 10.8, Lion release version 10.7.4; gcc v.4.2.1 and Perl 5.12.3 and
5.12.4).
Several C libraries determine the information content of a position in the genome before and after a
variant is introduced using convolution-style sliding-window computation. Changes in Ri introduced
by genomic variation are computed by subtracting the initial Ri value of a position by the sum over a
surrounding window, then adding the new value for each position (∆Ri).
Perl scripts wrap these C libraries and annotate data pipeline results. Integration with the CLC-Bio
workbench environment was achieved through code written in Java utilizing the CLC-Bio developer
API.
This software is assembled as a client plugin requiring a connection to the server to execute, a server
plugin, and a standalone client plugin. Two additional plugins contain a modified dbSNP135 (Indels
and extraneous data removed), Ensembl Exon Data (Build 66), and GRCh37/ NCBI36 respectively.

Performance
Number of variants

Running time

100,000

37m

211,049

1h 12m

290,589

1h 17m

314,637

1h 20m

I7 Processor,16 Gb RAM, Ubuntu Linux
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